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Axis product  
security lifecycle
The Axis product security lifecycle is designed to guarantee a complete transparency of our 
process and reliability of our products. Our tools are combined to provide you the best support 
possible to put in place your cybersecurity policies at every step.
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Axis product security lifecycle

Learn more about how Axis can support your cybersecurity journey.  
Visit our cybersecurity webpage:  
www.emea-comms.axis.com//www.axis.com/Axiscybersecurityresources

Reduce security related business risks 
The Axis Security Development Model is a framework that defines the 
process and tools used by Axis to build software with security built-in 
throughout the lifecycle.

Rely on your devices  
Secure boot acts as a gatekeeper that ensures unauthenticated,  
tampered code is blocked and rejected before it can infect your system.

Axis firmware is signed using a digital signature. This guarantees that 
the firmware is indeed from Axis and hasn’t been compromised.

Axis puts in place processes in the supply chain to guarantee the safety 
of information, systems, components, equipment, facilities, software, 
and products.

Be compliant with a minimum effort   
AXIS Device Manager offers system admins an effective tool to manage 
all major installation, security, and maintenance tasks in a fast and  
easy way.

Axis Device ID simplifies authorization of Axis products on your network 
ensuring cost-efficient configuration to save you time and money.

Axis Hardening Guide is a detailed hands-on guide for integrators and  
IT departments with concrete recommendations for system hardening.

You are sure that cryptographic keys and certificates are safe and  
secure, even in the event of a security breach with Axis Trusted  
Platform. Module (TPM). 

Simplify your daily job 
A XIS Device Manager Extend simplifies the awareness of what’s  
happening on your sites and monitor inventory status.

Long-term support enables systems to get cybersecurity patches over  
an extended period without the need to requalify. 

You are aware of vulnerabilities and receive an immediate solution  
from Axis thanks to our strict vulnerability management process.

Guarantee your long-term cybersecurity strategy  
Supporting your long-term equipment replacement strategy with  
our tools to letting you know about the warranty, end-of-life or  
end-of-support products.
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